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Hidden Danger (United Airlines 585, USAir 427 and Eastwind Airlines 517)



On 3 March 1991, a Boeing 737 operating as United Airlines Flight 585 is on approach to land, when it suddenly rolls into a dive and crashes within eight seconds, killing all 25 people on board. On 8 September 1994, USAir Flight 427 is another Boeing 737 on approach to land, when it rolls and crashes within thirty seconds, killing all 132 people on board. On 9 June 1996, Eastwind Airlines Flight 517 is another Boeing 737 that unexpectedly rolls in similar circumstances, but the crew successfully regains control of the aircraft and lands safely. The cause of all three incidents was the rudder experiencing a "hardover" (suddenly going to full deflection) and jamming due to thermal shock of the hydraulic control valve.
Quest roles:
Daveed Louza(First Officer Emmett), Henry Alessandroni(Captain Green), Adrian Griffin(ATC Rayfield), Gerry Mendicino(Captain Germano), Philippa Domville(First Officer Eidson), Tony Sciara(First Officer Griffin), Greg Campbell(Greg Phillips), Simon Richards(Captain Bishop), Christopher Barry(Tom Haueter), David G. Ward(Harold Darnell)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
13 May 2007, 21:00
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